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When will consumers have the confidence to spend again, and what
does that mean for chemical and material companies?
What can we expect from the economy and financial markets in 2013?
What role will Shale Gas and other factors play in the US economy?

On Thursday, January 10, 2013, Martha Moore, Senior Director for Policy
Analysis at the American Chemistry Council (ACC), will share her expert outlook
for the major economic trends that will shape the future of the North American
chemical industry. She has worked at the council for over 8 years and during her
tenure has co-authored the ACC reports and outlooks with Kevin Swift, ACC’s
Chief Economist and Managing Director.
You are cordially invited to attend this important CM&E Luncheon and Live
Webcast. In previous ACC presentations, CM&E members received an
accurate, bird's-eye view of the evolving recovery from a deep credit crisis,
especially the role of energy, manufacturing and housing. Nowadays, with the
aftershocks of a European crisis that seems never to end, a sluggish recovery, the
threat of the fiscal cliff, sharp election uncertainties and strong global headwinds
ahead, we are looking forward to having an ACC spokesperson join us again in
NYC to share updated views on what the chemicals industry can expect in 2013.

Media Sponsor

Event Schedule
Location:
Club Quarters
40W 45th Street, NYC
(between 5 Ave/ 6th Ave)
Event Times: (EDT)
11:15 am - 12:00 noon
Registration and
Networking
12:00 noon - 1:00 pm
Luncheon
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Presentation & Webcast
Luncheon Fees (*):

Biography
Martha Gilchrist Moore is senior director for policy analysis
and economics at the American Chemistry Council. In that
role, she analyzes the impact of various policy initiatives and
energy trends on the chemical industry, in particular recent
developments in shale gas. She also directs the Council's
research on the direct and indirect economic contributions of
the business of chemistry and the benefits to consumers.
Ms. Moore has worked on chemical industry issues for more
than 15 years and is an authority on the market dynamics for
the chemical industry and its end-use customer industries.
Ms. Moore holds a master's degree in economics from
Indiana University and is a graduate of the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. She is a member of the National
Association for Business Economics and the National Capital
Area Chapter of the US Association for Energy Economics.

$90 for Non-members
$70 for 2012 members
of CM&E. Check for Earlybird discounts .
Webcast : $20
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